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IMechE Southern Asia Region 2014 Year In Review

Dear Colleagues,

It is with pride that I write to you my message for the Southern Asia It is with pride that I write to you my message for the Southern Asia 
Region 2014 review of activities and annual report to all our members. 
The year has been an eventful year for the Institution in the region with 
a substantial growth in membership at all levels. Members in our 
region have been setting international benchmarks and leading many 
initiatives at the international level.

I visited India branch in January and participated in the AGM and the well organized 
volunteer conference. I was impressed by the use of technology to see a presentation from 
Germany by Siddartha Khastgir, SAR Webmaster. 

2014 had a call for nominations for the Southern Asia Region Chair and Young Member 2014 had a call for nominations for the Southern Asia Region Chair and Young Member 
Representatiove. I submitted a nomination for the position of chair and Anshul Singla 
submitted the nomination for the YMR. Both were elected (uncontested). 2014 also saw a 
new position on the Trustee Board for international members. Professor Alan Lau from 
Hong Kong was elected as the International Vice President.

Sri Lanka group AGM was also attended by the SAR representatives from Pakistan and Sri Lanka group AGM was also attended by the SAR representatives from Pakistan and 
India. SAR board meeting was on the following day in Colombo with good participation  
from constituting countries., unlike last time where visa issues prevailed. Topic of 
membership was discused and carried forward to ISB meeting where a committee was 
appointed by the ISB and has now forwarded major recommendations regarding a new 
reduced fee structure for overseas members. India and Sri Lanka have now become 
members of the Washington Accord and aditionally Sri Lankan degrees have been 
accreditted too. The amount of acitivties held in Sri Lanka has been unprecedented and I accreditted too. The amount of acitivties held in Sri Lanka has been unprecedented and I 
commend the Group Chair, Lucien Periera and his executive committee for all the 
hardwork and decidiction.

I also had the privilege to sponsor Siddartha for the Young Member Visionary Award for the 
second time. All young members of SAR should be proud that he was awarded the YM 
Visionary of the Year 2014 Award which is the main award. It was also the first time that the 
award was conferred on an international member. Additionally, he was also awarded in the 
technology innovation category.  

One of the highlights of the year for the region was the Engineering Tomorrow event, a One of the highlights of the year for the region was the Engineering Tomorrow event, a 
three day event for young members of the Asia Oceania region, held in Colombo in 
November. The event was conceptualized during the ISB meeting in Madrid along with 
Siddartha. Within the time frame of 4 months the event was planned, proposed and 
approved by the IMechE Headquarters. The event in itself was a big success. It comprised 
of the SAR Speak Out for Engineering finals, Asia-Oceania SOfE finals, Learned Society 
talks and Young Member conference. The panel discussion on “MechE Diversified” which 
was attended by the His Excellency Mr John Rankin, British high commissioner to Sri was attended by the His Excellency Mr John Rankin, British high commissioner to Sri 
Lanka and Maldives, preceded the learned society talks. The delegations from various other 
regions namely, Oceania, North-East Asia and South-East Asia were hosted by the Sri 
Lanka Group at their Annual Dinner. I am also thankful to Ruth Shilston, Young Member 
Board Chair for her support during the event.

I welcome new ideas and initiatives from all our members to continue activities in 2015-16 
that would be beneficial to the young members. I thank our volunteers and wish all 
members in SAR a useful and successful future.

Sam Perera
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January...

IMechE NED Student Chapter (Karachi) marked its presence at NED on 6th January 2014 by conducting its inaugural event by 
the name "Technical Poster Competition". The objective of the competition was to test the skills of the participants to design a 
self explanatory poster based on any topic related to engineering. The idea behind the event was to make the students familiar 
with the art of expressing their ideas in an innovative and creative manner to the general public. Participants were required to 
design a self explanatory poster which consisted of visual illustrations as well as written information.

TTen participants took part in the competition. The entrees were displayed at the university's auditorium where they became a 
centre of attraction. All the entrees were judged by a panel of 3 judges comprising of experienced faculty members and the 
winners decided on the basis of best self explained poster. The first prize went to the poster titled "Renewable Energy" and the 
second prize went to the poster titled "Innovative answers to global energy challenges". Prof. Dr. Muhammad Tufail AMIMechE 
DEAN (Mechanical Engineering Department) was the chief guest who awarded prizes to the winners. The winner and the 
runner up were given cash prizes of PKR 1500 and 1000 respectively.

Winning Entry by Manasi Mone: A young budding engineer 
excavating engineering field

Winning Entry by Hridyansh Aggarwal: An interesting concept

IMechE India Branch announced its first ever Photograph Competition for its Young Members. All grades of members (Affiliate, 
Associate, Corporate) who have been associated with IMechE for less than 10 years were eligible. In line with the Institution then 
President Patrick Kniveton's message, the theme for the competition was "Proud to be an Engineer".

TheThe event was conceptualized as an prelude to the first ever IMechE India Branch Volunteer Conference which was held in 
February 2014 in New Delhi. 2 winners were invited to attend the India Branch Volunteer Conference. Competition organiser 
Siddartha Khastgir, said: “The idea of this competition was to increase the member engagement among our young members in 
India and increase our volunteer base. Fortunately, we have been successful in achieving this.” The two winners were Manasi 
Mone (Associate Member) and Hridyansh Aggarwal (Affiliate member). 

India Branch Photograph Competition

Pakistan Technical Poster Competition



Inspired by the Institution’s annual Volunteer Conference held in the UK, the first IMechE India Volunteer Conference took place 
on February 1-2 at the Hyatt Regency in Delhi. Much like the Institution’s Volunteer Conference, this event in India was organised 
with the aim of connecting volunteers throughout India, and providing an open platform for the wide exchange of ideas.

ConferenceConference organizer Anshul Singla explains the motivations behind holding this event: “The potential for volunteering and 
professional development in India is high. After two India volunteers took part in the UK Volunteer Conference in June 2013, the 
idea of replicating this in India seemed like it would really help strengthen and support the volunteer base here.”

“This“This conference was aimed at helping volunteers to better understand the Institution and volunteer in the most effective way. 
We wanted to support volunteers in India as much as we could and improve activities on a local level though coming together 
and sharing our ideas.” Around 25 people in total were able to participate in the conference, and the two day event consisted of 
sessions, a workshop, a fun activity and dinner outing.

SessionsSessions that took place included Roles an and Responsibilities of Engineering, a guide to the library services and Volunteer 
Resource Centre, and a renewable energy session, entitled presented by Professor Naveen Kumar, the Head of the mechanical 
engineering dept at Delhi Technological University. The conference started off with a grand opening and a keynote address by 
Paul Arora CEng FIMechE, the Chair of the India Branch and Germany-based Siddartha Khastgir AMIMeche, Web Master for the 
Southern Asia Region, joined the conference via Skype, explaining how to reach a wide audience via the use of social media. SAR 
Chair and Sri Lanka Group Chair also attended the India Branch AGM and Chair and Sri Lanka Group Chair also attended the India Branch AGM and Volunteer conference as guests.

On the second day of the conference, Pranjal Verma 
IEng MIMechE, Young Member Representative for 
Southern Asia and Secretary for the India Branch, 
presented the idea of a technical discussion forum to 
share ideas with people internationally. Valuable 
propositions regarding the role of the Institution were 
also presented by delegates.

DenisDenis Healy (Director of International Marketing at 
IMechE) spoke about sustainable membership and 
investment in India and introduced the Information 
and Library Service, available to all members. 
This service includes the Virtual Library, containing thousands of e-journals, e-books, archives and engineering & business 
resources.

Participants then rolled up their sleeves for ‘Balloon Bash’, and 
interactive, adrenalin-pumping task based on the above principle, for 
which team of five demonstrated their creative skills in assembling a 
balloon powered car with provided material.

DenisDenis Healy said: “I was particularly struck at the conference by the 
enthusiasm for our Institution and for the engineering profession of 
the members attending the conference who had travelled from all 
parts of the country. As well as the wisdom and experience of our 
senior members and Fellows, it was also good to see the new blood 
coming through with the younger members who are an inspiration to 
us all. These are the engineers who will improve our future world for 
everyone.”everyone.”
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India Branch Volunteer Conference

February...
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On Monday 31st March 2014 IMechE Student Chapter at NUST organized its premier event, Speak Out for Engineering. SOfE is 
an iconic event of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers which focuses on developing effective communication skills among 
engineers. Participants compete with presentations on engineering topics of their choice, preferably in research and industrial 
projects. The event is held annually and the winners of the All Pakistan event get a chance to represent Pakistan in the 
international leg of the event.

TheThe event was dedicated to Late Jibraan Khalid, the founding member of IMechE student chapter who had passed away in a car 
accident February. Jibraan was adored by everyone in SMME; he may not be with us today but his legacy lives on. 

TheThe esteemed judges for the event were Hassan Ghayasuddin Ansari, Dr Ajaz Bashir Janjua, Dr Muhammad Abid, Dr 
Himayatullah, Bilal Bashir and Dr Syed Adnan Qasim.  Jibraan Khalid’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ameer Khalid were invited as the 
guests of Honor. A commemorative shield was presented to his father. All eyes in the audience welled up as Jibraan’s mother 
thanked IMechE for the wonderful gesture.  There were twenty participants who competed in the event. Participants came from 
all over Pakistan to take part, including Karachi, Chakwal, Lahore. The competition was intense and the judges were staggered 
byby the quality of research work on display. Abdullah Soomro with his presentation Vortex Turbines for Pakistan, won top honors. 
Nabeel Younis who is a lecturer in SMME as well as IMechE Young Members Representative, was declared the runner up. The 
winner and runner up were awarded shields and cash prizes of rupees 5000 and 2000 respectively. Abdullah represented 
Pakistan in the South Asian regional leg of the competition held in Colombo, Sri Lanka.

Jibraan Khalid Memorial All-Pak Speak Out for Engineering 2014

Sitting (Right-to-Left);
SalmanSalman Khalid (Pakistan), 
Mohd. Uneeb (Pakistan), 
Paul Arora (India Branch 
Chair), Sam Perera (SAR 
Chair), Lucien Pereira (Sri 
Lanka Group Chair), Russel 
de Zilwa (SAR Treasurer).

Standing (Right-to-Left);Standing (Right-to-Left);
Chanaka Wanniarachchi (Sri 
Lanka), Lansantha 
Kurukularachchi (Sri Lanka 
YM rep), Siddartha Khastgir 
(SAR Webmaster), Anshul 
Singla (SAR YM Rep)

The 2014 Southern Asia Region Board meeting was held in Colombo on 5th April 2014. Representatives from Sri Lanka, Pakistan 
and India attended the meeting. Special focus on discusion was laid on membership fee which manifested itself into a proposal 
form the board which was taken up by the regional chair at the International Strategy Board meting in Madrid. 

Another area of discussion was on young member activites and engagement. It was suggested to replicate the India Photograph 
competition at the regional level and run more online competitions.  

Southern Asia Region Board meeting

March - April...
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John Roebuck (above);
Panelists (Right-to-Left):
Rajiv Bajaj, Hemant Divekar, Kiran 
Vairagkar, Dr. Tim Leverton CEng 
FIMechE, Shrikanth Marathe

April...

April saw the launch of the IMechE India Automotive Division in Pune in association with the British Business Group. With just 
under 2000 members currently, IMechE India has witnessed rapid growth in membership in the last few years, especially in the 
automotive sector, making it the perfect time to setup an automotive division in India.

AnAn initiative led by John Roebuck (Managing Director, MIRA-Caepro India), the inaugural event saw a panel discussion among 
some of the automotive industry’s most illustrious names on the question: “What innovative initiative are automotive companies 
taking to address the needs of the Indian customer?” . The panellists included Dr Tim Leverton CEng FIMechE, (Head, Advanced 
and Product Engineering, Tata Motors); Shrikant Marathe (Former Director, The Automotive Research Association of India 
(ARAI); Kiran Vairagkar (Senior General Manager, Engineering, Mahindra Trucks and Buses); Hemant Divekar (General 
ManageManager, Advanced Engineering, JCB India); and Rajiv Bajaj, principal, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants).

H.E. Kumar Iyer, British Deputy High Commissioner, Mumbai and Director General, UK Trade & Investment (UKTI), India, 
delivered the welcome speech and stressed on  the relevance of knowledge sharing among various stakeholders like 
government, businesses, students and the public to provide fresh thinking and guidance on all aspects of mechanical 
engineering. 

Dr. Tim Leverton CEng FIMechE commented: "I welcome the setting up of the IMechE Automotive Division in India as a 
strong approach to promoting our profession in a world class light.  This is essential to share best practice and grow the 
attractiveness of our sector to new talent in the future."

"Tata Motors fully supports the IMechE strategy in India and see this as a useful extension to the MOU already in place since the 
last 30 months which is providing IMechE professional recognition for individual engineers."

JohnJohn Roebuck said, “The main agenda of the event was to shout that the institute (IMechE) exists here. We look forward to 
increase the number of members in India. In fact, that is happening with an accelerating pace and companies such as Tata 
Motors are in the vanguard of that. Going forward, we want to organise such events / meetings in Delhi, Chennai to provide a 
platform to engineers working in the automotive domain to network with each other, share information and insight and benefit 
each other, not just only in their respective professions but also in their interests and skill sets.”

ThisThis year in January, a team of volunteers from Tata Motors, led by Mahesh Shinde CEng FIMechE, showcased opportunities 
with IMechE at an international automotive conference SIAT 2015 in Pune.

India Branch Automotive Division
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May - July...

The 128th President of the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers, Patrick Kniveton visited India from 3rd - 11th 
May, 2014. He  delivered the George Stephenson Lectures, 
titled “Proud to be an Engineer” in Delhi, Chennai and 
Bangalore.

EngineersEngineers are generally modest about what they do, and in 
this address the President explained how engineers can do 
more to promote the excitement of the profession and how 
they should help to develop the next generation of 
world-leading engineers.

TheThe President commented: “I have been delighted to see 
the extraordinary development of engineering in India, 
evident in the companies and universities we have visited, 
and in all the cities of my visit. Everywhere I look, there are 
major 21st century industries, and major construction 
projects, especially new metro systems.”

President at the DTU Student Chapter in Delhi

Cold Chain Report: India Launch

Presidential Visit

July saw a nation-wide launch of the Institution’s new food report is launched 
in India. Dr Tim Fox, Head of Energy and Environment at the Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers, is the lead author of the report, entitled: A Tank of 
Cold: Cleantech Leapfrog to a more food secure world. Dr Fox travelled to 
India to engage in a range of meetings and events promoting the report’s 
findings and recommendations.

HeHe says the key to reducing food wastage – and hunger – in the developing 
world is investment in cost-effective and sustainable cold chain 
infrastructure. According to the report, about 25% of food wastage in the 
developing world could be eliminated with better refrigeration equipment. Dr 
Fox commented:

“Globally“Globally we currently produce enough food, but the tragedy is that too much 
of it is lost unnecessarily through spoilage in developing countries, where it is 
most needed, due to inadequate infrastructure and, in particular, a lack of cold 
and frozen supply chains.”
“Governments;“Governments; NGOs involved in development initiatives; and retailers 
establishing supply chains, need to prioritise investment into affordable, 
reliable and sustainable cold chain infrastructure. This includes combining 
renewable energy with innovative technologies for producing both power 
and cooling, such as cryogenic energy storage using liquid air or nitrogen.”

Ahead of Dr Fox’s departure to India, the Institution hosted the two-day ‘Clean and Cool’ summit, at One Birdcage Walk. 
International experts and stakeholders gathered with Tim Fox to discuss the cold chain report’s findings, and held a series of 
workshops to explore the future of engineering in cold chain technologies. Delegates came from a wide range of countries 
including the USA, The Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, Tanzania, India, Malaysia and Australia, as well as the UK. 
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July...

Formula NUST Racing is the Official Formula Student 
Team of Pakistan Navy Engineering College, NUST 
Karachi. The only formula student team from Pakistan 
who participated in the International Formula Student 
Competition 2012 and 2013 at Silverstone, UK. The team 
again represented Pakistan in 2014 competition. 

TheThe 600cc sports car, that can hit speeds up to 120 
kilometre per hour within 4 seconds and is named after 
the late Dean of NUST, Naval Captain Nadeem Ahmed 
Shaheed (NAS 14), has been manufactured by students 
of mechanical engineering at NUST, Karachi, and was 
recently put on public display in all the provincial capitals, as well as in Islamabad during last month.

This year, Pakistan team is led by Raheel Mustafa a final year student of Mechanical Engineering from PNEC, NUST, Karachi. 
The car developed by the team has gone through a number of modifications and upgrades to enhance its performance on the 
track. Talha Sohail, a NUST student and driver of the sports car said, the team was leaving amidst the prayers and backing of 
the entire nation. According to Talha, the 31-member student team of NUST which includes 4 girls, worked day and night for 
a whole year to represent Pakistan in the world’s largest-ever student motorsport competition.

According to the cold chain report, up to 50% of fruit and 
vegetables are lost in Sub-Saharan Africa and India; while Tanzania 
sees 25% of all milk produced in the wet season end up as wastage 
and 97% of its meat sold warm, having never been chilled. In India, 
it is estimated that 40% of fresh food produce is lost annually.

DrDr Fox’s eight busy days in India were spent sharing the report’s 
analysis and recommendations; participating in a discourse on cold 
chain technology across the country; and exploring the challenges 
faced by the food industry. In New Delhi, Chennai, Mumbai and 
Pune, he met senior Indian government representatives and heads 
of food production and distribution companies, as well as members 
of academia and the press.

India is a key base for growth and research and the Institution felt it was crucial to pinpoint the issues of food wastage and cold 
chain technology – and the ways in which engineering can support sustainable solutions – in a relevant environment. India’s 
investment in cold chains is forecast to be US$15 billion over the next five years. However, since 350 million people in India are 
located off-grid in rural locations, and where electricity grid infrastructure is in place it is often unreliable and extremely 
inefficient, the report specifies using local renewable energy sources, which are in abundance across the country. Building on 
existingexisting ambitions for electricity access and energy security, the Government of India has a role to play in encouraging 
development of community renewable energy projects with energy storage to provide the cold and freezing needed for 
effective rollout of sustainable cold chains. This will help ensure cold chain investments are sustainable and cost effective, both 
in the short and long-term.

The Institution makes three key recommendations in its report:
1. Governments of newly emerging and rapidly industrialising economies must prioritise support investment in cold chain
    infrastructure to improve food security, underpin development and help alleviate poverty.
2. Donor country governments and development NGOs must support and incentivise aid recipients to develop sustainable 
    cold chains using renewable energy and waste cold.
3. The UK engineering community should come together to define in detail the potential opportunities a joined-up cold 
    economy presents for the developed and developing world.

Formula Student UK 2014
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IMechE Young Member Visionary of the Year 2014

SAR Photograph Competition 2014

In 2014, for the first time in the Institution’s history, the Young 
Member Visionary award has been awarded to an international 
member. SAR feels extremely proud that one of its members, 
Siddartha Khastgir has been conferred this award.

SiddarthaSiddartha has a passion for and commitment to improving 
engineering standards in India. This has made him an energetic 
volunteer for the Institution and led him to a fantastic job in the 
automotive industry and now a PhD in automotive software.

FollowingFollowing his degree from IIT Kharagpur, Siddartha has spent 
the last two years as a Project Engineer at FEV GmbH in 
Germany . He is currently doing a PhD at the University of 
Warwick, developing communication technologies for testing of 
self-driving cars and connected cars. “Applying engineering to 
produce innovative solutions to real-life challenges in developing 
countries fascinates me,” explains Siddartha.  

“Sometimes the best thing is not the most technologically advanced product, but rather an affordable product which fulfils a 
need. I was charmed by the ‘gravity light’, a novel product based on one of most basic engineering principles, which improves 
the lives of millions in the developing world,” he says. He has been an active volunteer for the Institution’s Southern Asia Region 
and the India Branch, with a focus on improving engineering standards and education. He is keen to raise awareness of the 
Institution, particularly the importance of professional registration for young engineers. 

“I“I am honoured to be the Young Member Visionary for 2014,” explains Siddartha. “I have been lucky enough to be guided and 
supported by highly experienced Fellows of the Institution like Sam Perera and T.S. Sangha. I am aware that the award brings 
with it a responsibility and expectation to inspire and be a role model. I hope in a year’s time, as a Young Member Visionary, I have 
been able to deliver on the expectations of the Institution and fellow engineers.” 

Mechanical Engineering has been one of the oldest disciplines in 
engineering, which also makes us feel proud to be a mechanical engineer. 
However, over the past decades mechanical engineering has seen 
immense diversification, leading to its penetration in almost every aspect of 
human life. Inspired by this thought, the theme for the photograph 
competition was chosen as “MechE Diversified”. The competition was 
conceptualized, as a preface to the “Engineering Tomorrow” event, and 
waswas open to all Young Members of the Southern Asia Region. It ran for 10 
weeks and wide participation was received from across the region. A three 
member judging panel was setup with Newton Wickramasuriya CEng 
FIMechE (Sri Lanka), Hassan Ghayasuddin Ansari CEng FIMechE 
(Pakistan) and Dilip Chawathe CEng FIMechE (India) as the judges. 

Siddartha Khastgir organizer of the competition said: “we were fortunate 
to have a distinguished panel of judges who also happened to be avid photographers themselves. Even with the geographical 
boundaries, we were able to have an intriguing debate over the winner. I would like to thank all the judges for their time and 
efforts.”

The winning photograph from Aaqib Raza (Affiliate Member from Pakistan), entitled Human carriage made by minimum 
resources and cost was felicitated at the Engineering Tomorrow event.  The idea of the competition was to grow our Young 
Member base in the region and increase their international exposure. 

September...
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Engineering Tomorrow 2014

November...
preparing our next generation

This November saw the Institution's Southern Asia Region and 
Sri Lanka Group host “Engineering Tomorrow”: an Asia-Oceania 
event for the young members of the constituting regions, which 
was combined with the Asia Pacific Speak out for Engineering 
(SOFE) finals held in Colombo, Sri Lanka. The participating 
nations were China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Australia, New Zealand, Pakistan, India, UK and Sri Lanka. The 
eventevent included the Sri Lanka Group Annual Dinner, Young 
Member Conference and Learned Society talks.

The Speak Out for Engineering (SOfE) preliminaries started in the 
afternoon of 6th November 2014. The Sri Lankan contestant, 
Eranga de Silva won the SAR finals and went on to the 
Asia-Oceania finals the next day. 

The Speak Out For Engineering finals started in the morning of 7th November. Mr. S. T. Perera, Chairman, Southern Asia 
Region, IMechE welcomed the delegates. Caitlin Prior (Oceania) spoke on Additive Manufacturing. She gave the example of 
an Airbus A320 bracket with 75% reduction in material; of prosthetic and plaster cast replacements and explained Primarily 
Fused Deposition Modelling. John See Jing Leung (NEAR) spoke second about Wearable Technology for Rail Safety. He 
explained his work in monitoring train and track health through credit-card sized vibration sensors to prevent mechanical 
failure and save cost 

JohnJohn See Jing Leung went on to win first place and a prize of the equivalent of £300, whilst  Yohann Ian (SEAR) was the runner 
up in second place for his presentation on bionic prosthetics, for which he was awarded the prize of the equivalent of £200. 

A series of technical seminars and panel discussions were 
held with international speakers sharing their insights on 
engineering, exposing our young members in Sri Lanka 
with the realms of possibilities that engineering has to offer. 
The day started with a panel discussion on the subject 
“MechE Diversified”. His Excellency Mr John Rankin, British 
High Commissioner to Sri Lanka was among the panellist 
whichwhich also included Tochi Sangha, Ruth Shilston and 
Newton Wickramasuriya.

In the panel discussion moderated by Siddartha Khastgir, 
Mr. Rankin spoke on the need for diversity – how he relies on 
his Sri Lankan staff to take decisions. He elaborated further 
on the diversity of emerging economics and the competition 
thereof and that, finally, different countries need different 
solutions and engineers are needed for these solutions.

Tochi brought out the fact that 50 years ago, most IMechE members were engineers in the field. Very few were academics. 
Today, we seem to be losing the practical touch in many ways. Ruth highlighted the incredible opportunity to maximise growth 
in digital communication – ‘I can do my job from anywhere in the world’. She also stressed the interdisciplinary factor – that 
mechanical engineers now lead design of buildings, that she is a part of a multidisciplinary team and that the lines are getting 
blurred.

Panel Discussion and Learned Society Talks
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November...

10

Newton began with the question: ‘Are we taking the path of outcome based engineering or hands-on engineering?’ He talked 
about the low awareness of whether an engineer, once qualified, needs to be professionally registered. He called for a 
rationalised approach to engineering. He brought out the cultural factor: that due to prevalent system of education and society, 
bright students are pushed into engineering without aptitude tests. 

ProfessorProfessor Alan Kin-Tak Lau spoke on New Challenges for IMechE towards Aviation Industry. Sustainability and recyclability 
are the way forward. He explained that 9% of structural weight in an Airbus A380 is in composites versus only 3% in a Boeing. 
Ken Tushingham spoke on how being an engineer is a 24-hour thing: its a way of life. Its very individual and personal thing 
and may lead you to do extraordinary things. All you need is an enquiring mind, an imagination and a trigger! 

Gemunu Silva spoke on Ancient Technology in Sri Lanka. T. S. Sangha spoke 
on Accreditation, Assessment and Routes to Membership. He elaborated on 
UK SPEC, the three levels of professional registration and academic 
assessments. 

DDr. Helen Meese communicated with the audience through live video from UK 
on Engineering in Society. She spoke on fundamental concepts, basic 
integrals, engineering innovation and policy statements issued by the 
IMechE. Her final message was, “The public responds well to technology that 
is given social relevance. The science and engineering communities need to 
pay greater attention to the globally shifting needs of society.” 

Young Member Conference

The young member conference encouraged student members of IMechE from Sri Lanka and young members for the Asia 
Oceania region to have an interaction and to share their expectations about what the IMechE should offer. The conference 
focused on creating a pilot scheme to increase young member activities internationally. The basic aim of the young member 
conference was to encourage students to pursue an engineering career and improve the world through engineering.

TheThe session started with an introduction to the institution’s Young Members Board and its activities by Ruth Shilston (Chair, 
Young Members’ Board). Amy Lezala (Australia YM and Council Member) provided insight on the workings of the institutions’s 
council and the Trustee Board. Anshul Singla (SAR YMR) shed some light on the young member activities in the SAR region. A 
session on Prizes and Awards on offer by the institution was especially appreciated as most of the members were unware of the 
offerings. The day ended with an engaging and interesting breakout session where members discussed their expectations from 
the institution.



Enginee     ing
preparing our next generation

Colombo 2014

TomorRowFUEL YOUR CAREER
GET PROFESSIONALLY
REGISTERED

Improving the world through engineering

www.imeche.org/membership


